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Introduction
This book has come to existence considering
the different issues women face with makeup
and the mistakes I observed that has become a
practice.
I will share everything I learned based on
experience of applying makeup on myself and
others.
Why I do it? Answer is simple. I want you to be
expert

in

beautifying

yourself

and

feel

confident on a special day. Well, let’s make
everyday special.
I hope this book will give you a sneak peak of
how you can look the way you want to, using
the right techniques.
There will be a follow-up series of e-books,
that will make you an expert in applying
makeup. If you have zero knowledge, I got you
covered.
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What You See Is Not What You
Get
I bet you will agree seeing this practice
already very common in all social media. When
“she” (there are always one or two beauty
Queens kind
pictures

of

bombarded

of

ladies in

makeup
with

looks,

questions

groups)
the
like

posts

post

is

“Which

products have you used?” and mostly, if not
all buy the exact product and are willing to pay
a lot even just to look like “her”
This is a misconception. I understand that if
you do not know, you need guidance. But not
everyone guides you. So here, you are your
own teacher.
Reasons why you fail to look as good as your
social media Queen:
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Difference of Skin Type- Every individual has
different skin type, if you are buying products
that is for oily skin when you have dry,
tendency is your dry patches will show up
more. Same rule applies to other skin type.
Difference of Skin Tones- Naturally, if you are
using products that is not according to your
skin tone, it will mess up the whole look of
your makeup.
Difference

of

different

from

surprised

to

Features–
one
find

everyone

another.
yourself

Do

looks

not

looking

be
very

different from the one who you are trying to
copy for several reasons. One is,her eye
makeup looked flattering on her eye shape
while yours looks messy(that’s because you
eye shape is different).
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Struggling Skin
Clean and smooth canvas shows the best piece
of paint work. Same rule applies for makeup.
Your skin condition will affect your makeup
application so it is always good to have a
regular skin care regimen.
When your skin is well maintained, you will
not be doing a lot of work then for makeup.
Since your skin will be healthy, you will not
have the fear of irritating skin with the
products you will use for the party.
In any way, your skin deserves to be treated
with love 24 x 7. Do your research, Google is
the best place to find out which products is
best for you according to your skin type. You
will need
1. Facewash
2. Toner
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3. Moisturizer
4. Night cream (to be applied before going
to bed)

If you have combination to oily skin, check
this skincare routine HERE.
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The Facial Saga
Do not have your facial done on the same day
of the event. Not even two or three days
before. Get your facial done 10days before the
event.

Mishaps happen and when you get facial done,
your skin needs time to react to the products
used, it takes a good one week for the facial
treatment results to be seen. Some facials can
7

cause pimples to appear and you do not want
that on the event day. So you will need at least
few days to fix that, right?
Go to the parlor you are familiar with, that
uses products you have already liked instead
of trying out new one. If you are getting facial
done for the first time, then schedule it 10days
prior to the party.
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Say No to Dryness
Drink lots of water. Yes, this sounds boring
but it actually makes a lot of difference. Your
skin is directly affected by your health.
One main cause of dry skin is lack of water
intake. When your skin is very dry, your
makeup will actually help highlighting instead
of hiding.
Moisturize, moisturize, moisturize! Never ever
apply makeup without applying moisturizer.
You

have

oily

skin?

Still

you

need

to

moisturize. No one is exempted, there are
moisturizers for all skin types so as long as
you are using the right one for your skin, there
is nothing to worry. Moisturizer is going to
keep your skin soft, smooth and will act as a
base for your makeup and protect your skin
from all the chemicals a makeup contains.
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Primer or No Primer
A primer is a product that will act as a base for
your makeup, helps it stay in place for long
and help in giving the finish you want. E.g for
a dewy look, there are illuminating primers
similarly for matte finish, there are nongreasy/silicon based primers. In fact, there are
tons of varieties of primers in the market that
you can choose from.
In my point view, primer is a very personal
thing, while some can’t live without it, there
are some who believe they are unnecessary.
Use primer only if it suits you. If you are in
your twenties and have no huge skin issue,
skip it. If you have an older skin, better opt for
primer to smooth the skin.
The party would last 3 to 4 hours, maximum 6
hours maybe, if makeup is applied properly
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using the right techniques, it will still last
longer.
Please note: Primer is not a replacement for
moisturizer. Apply after moisturizer.
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Get that Foundation Right.
Not unless you have zero makeup experience,
you must already own one or two foundations.
If that, suits you, then go for it and do not
experiment on a new one just for the party. We
all save the “best” for the last, but with
makeup, this is a big NO.
If you need to buy a new foundation, do that
15 to 20 days before and put it into test
couple of times. This way, you know what to
expect for the event.
Though all of us want to look “different” on
special occasions, make sure not to look
somebody else by using the wrong shade.
The best way to get the right shade of
foundation is by matching it with your chest.
Mostly prefer matching shades with face, if
your face is different from your neck, which
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usually is in most cases, apply foundation on
the neck towards the chest. This is the reason
why I say, choose a shade closes to your chest.

Foundation should be according to your skin
type too, avoid using products with SPF as
camera will pick on it and your makeup will
look whitish in photos.
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Buying New Products
We often buy new products just for the big
event. Mostly do not even use it and save it for
that day only. Change this practice. Open all
those new products and start using those
couple of times before the party.
What if your new foundation is too oily, or
your powder is making your skin very dry or
your lipstick is not the shade you want or
blush is too dark?
For events, you need perfection. So making
trial and errors on that same day will do you
no good.
Use products you already own. If you do not
have any, buy what you need according to
looks you are creating and practice a lot before
the day.
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However,

getting

your

makeup

done

by

professional makeup artists is always a plus
point if you are not confident with your work.
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Makeup Trial Before the Event
If you are doing your own makeup, make sure
to practice the look you want to have on the
party day. Create the look several times and
click pictures, this way you will have idea of
how you will look and which angle would suit
you best for photos.
Do not experiment on new looks the same day
the party is happening. Preparing for big
events already has its own pressure and with
that, you do not want to try a new look with
the additional pressure of doing it “right”
If you are getting your makeup done by a
professional makeup artist, make sure to let
her know what exactly you are looking for and
welcome suggestions too as it is always good
to get 2nd opinion.
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Old is Gold- But not here!
Though we all love old stuff due to several
reasons, it is not the case with makeup. Avoid
using products that was kept for 5 to 7 years
in your drawer. Toss away any old product as
it is going to harm your skin. Every product
has an expiry date and if it not mentioned, just
make a rough mental calculation on when you
got that makeup.
1. Mascara- 3 months
2. Foundation- 1 year, if formula changes
in less than a year and would start to
smell bad, throw it.
3. Lipsticks- around 1 year, but if you see a
change in the formula, throw!
4. Powder

products

(eye

shadow,

powders, blush)- 2 to 3 years.
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face

Learn how to disinfect your makeup products
and do that regularly, this way it will keep the
bacteria away and will make them last longer.
Using an old product may result in a very bad
reaction to your skin which can’t be fixed
before the party. So, better check the products
you plan to use beforehand and throw away
what

is

not

needed

and

buy

what

is

unnecessary.
Matching Your Makeup with Each and Every
Color of Your Dress
You do not have to match your makeup with
your dress exactly. There are many ways to
create looks for a party. Below are some points
that will help you decide which look you want
to go for.


Is it a day event or night? If night go for
a darker look, if day, then a subtle look.



If night party, do you want Smokey look
or colored dramatic look?
1
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If day time, do you want a subtle, soft
makeup look with a full-fledge cat wing
paired with bold lip color or otherwise?



What is the color of your dress?



What are the other minor colors on your
dress (embroidery if there is)?

I am pretty much sure when you answer all of
the above questions, you are close to deciding
which look to go for. Let’s say your dress is
pink with silver and black embroidery. Your
dramatic eye makeup look can be with a pink
shimmery shade on the lid, black on the outer
corner nicely blended with transition shades
on the crease OR a silver Smokey look. So
either you choose the “majority” color you see
on your dress or opt for a contrast by doing a
Smokey makeup look.
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Confused Potato
We all know how stressful parties can be. From
choosing the right wardrobe to finalizing
makeup looks and making sure the event is
perfectly planned, we tend to panic and end
up confused.
Relax, take a deep breath and schedule a spa 3
to 4 days before the party. Get a good and
relaxing back massage, manicure/pedicure, hot
oiling and all the other teeny tiny services we
all love to avail in salons. This will help destress your busy mind and boost your skin
with healthy glow.
Once you are mentally and physically destressed, things will be as clear as crystal in
front of you. It is important when you are
organizing the event yourself.
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Remember, nothing will be done right when
you are completely out of focused.
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It’s Time to Party!
Once you get all of the above sorted out, you
are ready to party. Be confident, trust yourself,
trust your looks, trust your dress, it is the key
to look stunning on a big event.
You have put a lot of effort hence, you deserve
every bit of fun and joy that day.
You have two choices, do your makeup
yourself or hire a professional makeup artist.
Either way, you need to be sure of what you
want and go for it.
You think you do not know how to do your
own makeup? Don’t worry, I got you covered. I
have an electronic Makeup Course packages,
all you need to do is contact me here with your
query and I will get back to you as soon as
possible.
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About Veena’s Kit
At Veena’s Kit, we talk about all things about
beauty. I love to share everything I know about
makeup but I am a firm believer of skincare,
no makeup will look good with a not-so-good
skin. So, you are one of the luckiest to get first
hand access to all of my tips & suggestions. To
spice up our journey, you will see me in action
while beautifying my friends. Makeup artists
do makeup on others while I will make YOU do
makeup on yourself. Occasionally, you see me
put in my kit, details of my outings, travels
and share some fashion stories that fall under
the umbrella of Hijab.
Contact me at veenazkit@gmail.com
Visit the website @ www.veenazkit.com
Join us at Social Media

veenaz_kit

veenazkit

Veena
hussain
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